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ring time to adjust itself to changes in operating conditions owing
irge masses of liquor which have to be heated and cooled.    It is
j not so flexible as the compression system.    Undoubtedly, how-
ere waste steam is available it is the most economical, and its value
>e more appreciated than hitherto.    Fig. 13 is a large absorption
general arrangement, entirely worked by the exhaust steam from
}r and brine pumps and electric-lighting engines,
ler absorption system has lately been evolved, but has not taken
in commercial work.   This is the Seay process, in which the
is absorbed not in water but in ammonium nitrate.  Very economi-
s are claimed for this plant, but as the vessels have to be constructed
led with alu-
ts first cost is
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Fig. 14.—Multiple Effect Compression System
he system is
the Multiple
Compression.
.d leaving the condenser passes through a regulating valve into
a, in which  the pressure is maintained at some intermediate
ween that  in the condenser and  that   in the refrigerator.    A
nount of expansion takes place in passing through this valve
receiver, and a portion of the liquid evaporates, cooling down
nder to the temperature corresponding to the pressure in the
The receiver A has an outlet for the cooled liquid controlled
-operated regulator valve B, which allows the liquid to pass into
erator. The expansion past the valve B causes more of the
evaporate and cool down the rest to the refrigerator temperature,
juid approaching the valve B has already been partially cooled
i*e is less evaporation at expansion into the refrigerator than is
e case. Consequently the refrigerator surface is in contact with
proportion of liquid than usual, and thus does more and better
le gas formed in the refrigerator is taken through the pipe c into
f the compressor and compressed to the pressure in the receiver,
drawn into the other end of the compressor through the pipe D,

